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For over 20 years Kudos have designed and manufactured high quality 

showering products, our 2022 collection brings together innovative design, 

functionality and value, helping you to create the perfect solution for your 

bathroom. From doors and enclosures through to shower trays, wet-room 

systems and over-bath screens, whichever Kudos product you choose you can  

be sure of getting a great British product from a Great British company.

A Great British company 
producing great British 
products

The difference is in the detail
Every Kudos product has been hand built by craftsmen who have an enduring 

passion for design and an abiding commitment to quality. All covered by the 

Kudos lifetime guarantee* our extensive product range should provide the ideal 

solution for your needs, if not, then consider Kudos Signature, our bespoke 

shower solution tailored to your exact requirements.

*See website for details.
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Practical and sophisticated, it’s easy to understand why there has been an increase 

in the number of wet-room installations. Space enhancing and easy to clean, these 

spa-like bathrooms represent the ultimate in luxury.

Kudos showers have long led the way in simplifying the installation of wet-rooms, 

with the iconic aqua4ma system having been installed in 1000s of UK homes, the 

installation process has been further simplified with the introduction of the aqua4ma 

Evolution wet-room system.

Versatile, reliable and backed by the Kudos lifetime guarantee, aqua4ma evolution 

and aqua4ma linear decks ensure that you will be able to find the wet-room 

foundation that is perfect for you.

Features

+  Quick and easy to install

+  Easily trimmed to fit or to avoid joist obstruction

+  Suitable for tiles and micro-cement

+  Fit anywhere in the home on wooden or solid floors 

    (see installation guide for full details)

+ Ready for tiling immediately with no wet trades required

+ Floor and wall panels for a total wet-room installation

aqua4ma
shower decks and wet-room system
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aqua4ma
evolution shower decks

*  Decks should be fully supported by creating a false floor between joists
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End waste shower deck consists of:

+   1340 x 1000mm Evolution Deck

+    Stainless steel waste support plate

+   2 Side Levelling strips

Waste Assembly (order separately)
+   Tile thickness adjustment mouldings

+   Stainless steel waste grid 
(Polished Silver or Matt Black)

+   90mm waste

Centre waste shower deck consists of:

+   Evolution Deck

+   Stainless steel waste support plate

Waste Assembly (order separately)
+   Tile thickness adjustment mouldings

+   Stainless steel waste grid 
(Polished Silver or Matt Black)

+  90mm waste

aqua4ma Evolution End Waste Shower Deck:

Measuring 1340 x 1000mm the aqua4ma Evolution 

End Waste Shower Deck can be easily trimmed from 

either (or both) sides or from either end that meets  

a wall.

aqua4ma Evolution Centre Waste Shower Deck:

Available in 7 sizes the aqua4ma Evolution Centre 

Waste Shower Deck offers a versatile solution for any 

wet-room installation. Each deck can be trimmed from 

any side that meets a wall.

Versatile and easy to install, aqua4ma evolution has been developed to reflect the demand for lower-level, cost effective, 

wet-room solutions. Available in two style options, each featuring a 90mm waste, aqua4ma evolution can be installed 

anywhere in the house on wooden or solid floors and is guaranteed to be waterproof for life*.

The perfect partner to the ultimate range of enclosures, aqua4ma evolution can be used in just the showering area or on all 

walls and floors to create a fully watertight wet-room and is ready to tile/ finish on the same day as installation – saving you 

both time and money.

Features

+   Quick and easy to install

+   Easily trimmed to fit or to avoid joist obstruction

+    Overall depth of just 25mm

+    Suitable for tiles and micro-cement

+   Fit anywhere in the home on wooden or solid floors

+   Can be fitted at joist level on wooden floors*

+   Ready for tiling immediately

+   Use with aqua4ma floor and wall panels for a total wet-room solution

+   Lifetime Guarantee

+    British Made



aqua4ma evolution end waste deck
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Versatile and easy to install, aqua4ma linear is an ultra low-level (just 19mm deep), cost effective, wet-room solution. 

Featuring a stylish tileable waste cover and a 90mm waste, aqua4ma linear can be installed anywhere in the house on 

wooden or solid floors and is guaranteed to be waterproof for life*.

The perfect partner to the ultimate range of enclosures, aqua4ma linear can be used in just the showering area or on all walls 

and floors to create a fully watertight wet-room and is ready to tile/ finish on the same day as installation – saving you both 

time and money.

Features

+  Quick and easy to install

+    Easily trimmed to fit or avoid joist obstruction

+  Overall depth of 19mm

+    For use with tiles

+  Fit anywhere in the home on wooden or solid floors

+    Can be installed flush with existing floor boards

+    Ready for tiling straight away with no wet trades required

+    Use with aqua4ma floor and wall panels for a total wet-room solution

+    Lifetime guarantee
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aqua4ma
linear shower deck

Linear shower deck consists of:

+    1330 x 1000mm shower deck

+    Stainless steel tray

+    2 sided levelling strips

+  1 tube of adhesive

Waste Assembly (order separately):

+    90mm waste for linear
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aqua4ma
panels
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The aqua4ma range of wall and floor panels allow you to create a water tight space that meets your requirements. aqua4ma 

panels provide the versatility and peace of mind you’re looking for.

aqua4ma panels are available in 4 thicknesses: 7mm, 15mm, 19mm (for use with aqua4ma linear only) and 25mm. With 

either 2 or 3 panels in a pack (with the exception of 25mm which are available in either singles or a 2 pack), the panels 

measure 1200 x 800mm providing a square metre of coverage. As with aqua4ma shower decks the shower panels are easily 

trimmable and can be fitted to either floor or walls using either screws or flexible tile adhesive as appropriate.

 aqua4ma 15mm panels

The 15mm tongue and grooved panels can be screwed directly to battens in place of plasterboard and, as the material self 

seals around screws, no washers or additional sealing is necessary. The above illustration shows how the 15mm panels can 

be used to box in pipe work as necessary too.

aqua4ma 19mm panels

For use with the aqua4ma linear decks, the 19mm panels can be used to create level access when using Aqua4ma linear. 

The panels are the same depth as the deck allowing you to extend the waterproof are quickly and easily, simply bond the 

joins with aqua4ma solvent weld for a fully watertight floor.

aqua4ma 25mm panels

For use with the aqua4ma evolution decks, the 25mm panels can be used to create level access when using aqua4ma 

evolution. The panels are the same depth as the deck allowing you to extend the waterproof are quickly and easily, simply 

bond the joins with aqua4ma solvent weld for a fully watertight floor.

You can use these 25mm panels to make a seat, for shelving, for boxing or any structure you wish to create! Simply solvent 

weld and screw the panels together and to the aqua4ma wall/ floor panels.

aqua4ma 7mm panels

Perfect for creating a fully waterproof floor, 

aqua4ma 7mm panels can be used (on top of 

plywood as necessary) to create level access by 

raising the floor to the same level as the deck 

ready for tiling. The 7mm panels can also be 

affixed to solid walls to create watertight walls.
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Choosing what you need 
to create your perfect wet-room
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Centre Waste Decks Product Code

1000mm x 900mm WREV10090CW

1200mm x 900mmm WREV12090CW

1400mm x 900mm WREV14090CW

1600mm x 900mm WREV16090CW

1800mm x 900mm WREV18090CW

2000mm x 900mm WREV20090CW

1200mm x 1200mm WREV120120CW

Panel Sizes Product Code

1200 x 800 x 7mm 
Pack of 2 (1.92m²)

WRAQ72

1200 x 800 x 7mm 
Pack of 3 (2.88m²)

WRAQ73

1200 x 800 x 15mm 
Pack of 2 (1.92m²)

WRAQ152

1200 x 800 x 15mm 
Pack of 3 (2.88m²)

WRAQ153

1200 x 800 x 25mm 
Pack of 1 (0.96m²)

WRAQ251

1200 x 800 x 25mm 
Pack of 2 (1.92m²)

WRAQ252

End Waste Deck Product Code

1340mm x 1000mm WREV134100EW

Wastes* Product Code

Polished Stainless Steel WRWAE

Matt Black WRWAEMBK

Wastes* Product Code

Waste For Linear WRWAL

Panel Packs Product Code

1200 x 800 x 19mm 
Pack of 2

WRAQ192

1200 x 800 x 19mm 
Pack of 3

WRAQ193

aqua4ma Solvent Weld Product Code

310ml Tube** WRSW

Skirting Product Code

1200mm x 75mm 
(Pack of 4)

WRAQSK134

**Solvent weld paste will join approx. 
10 linear metres per tube

†For a perfect, watertight, installation Aqua4ma 
skirting or wall panels should be fitted wherever 
Aqua4ma decks or floor panels meet a wall

aqua4ma Shower Panels

Evolution Shower Decks Evolution Shower Deck

Evolution Wastes Linear Waste

Linear Shower Panels

Product Codes

aqua4ma Skirting†
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Scan the QR code for more 
information and watch the 
aqua4ma video

Linear Shower Deck

*aqua4ma Waste is required

*aqua4ma Waste is required

Deck Sizes Product Code

1330 x 1000 Linear 

Shower Deck Kit
WRL133100 

Solvent Weld
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Kudos Shower Products Ltd

Elmsfield Park, Holme

Cumbria LA6 1RJ

United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0)1539 564040

Fax: +44 (0)1539 564141

Email: sales@kudosshowers.co.uk

www.kudosshowers.co.uk

Version: 1.0 - 02/2022




